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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Summary: Sustainability has been labeled an “inescapable megatrend” by many experts and it is 

one of the top concerns for companies and individuals today.  Waste reduction is a key pillar of 

sustainability improvement efforts, with packaging a substantial component under consideration.  

As the second largest e-commerce fulfillment business in the world after Amazon, Staples ships 

millions of packages each year to customers through their U.S. e-commerce fulfillment centers.  

Looking for solutions to reduce packaging waste, Staples, in collaboration with Packsize 

International, implemented a “Smart-size Packaging Program” in 2012 that produces customized 

packaging tailored to each order.   The result—a better customer experience AND improved supply 

chain sustainability and efficiency with every delivery order.   

 

Innovation Statement:  Traditionally, pre-made boxes were purchased in multiple sizes and 

configurations, stored and used in each Staples fulfillment center to pack out less-than-full-case 

(a.k.a. break-pack) orders – approximately 40% of total volume.  Now, using innovative On Demand 

Packaging technology developed by Packsize International, delivery boxes are customized for each 

order through a unique integration of systems, equipment and processes.  
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Impact Statement:  To date, the program has resulted in a 15% plus reduction in the use of 

corrugated, ~60% reduction in air bags previously used as void fill and ~20% reduction in break-

pack cube (~8% improvement in overall cube of orders).  In addition, internal engagement improved 

with 73.7% of Staples associates saying their job was easier as a result of the new solution and 

84.2% recommending full implementation across the Staples fulfillment network as quickly as 

possible.  Customer satisfaction also saw significant improvements—a 190 basis point 

improvement for “the way the order was packaged” and a 398 basis point improvement for “box 

size.”  Ultimately, the full U.S. implementation is projected to reduce the network’s carbon footprint 

by more than 25,000 metric tons annually. 

 

Applicability:   Packaging is universal—it is used by manufacturers, retailers and e-commerce 

businesses alike and there are significant supply chain implications globally.  According to the EPA, 

in 2010 there were ~250 million tons of municipal solid waste generated in the U.S. and of that, 

almost 76 million tons were from containers and packaging (~38 million tons paper and 

paperboard).  Based on the EPA estimate, if the same reduction in corrugated packaging was 

achieved everywhere, the potential annual reduction in the U.S. carbon footprint would be more 

than 100 million metric tons annually. 
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THE CHALLENGE 

Corrugated packaging continues to have broad appeal among packaging buyers and end-users 

alike and remains today an environmentally preferable method for product delivery. This type of 

packaging is versatile, cost-effective, allows for customization, and lends itself to product protection 

during shipping.  

The corrugated box also factors into today’s economy, with 357 billion square feet of corrugated 

(valued at more the $24 billion) produced by U.S. paperboard mills in 2010, according to global 

forest products industry information provider RISI, in their report titled “U.S. Corrugated Box End-

Use Markets; Analysis and Forecast through 2016.” 

With environmental impact concerns and process optimization primary considerations for the 

supply-chain environment, companies are making strides in using the minimum amount of 

packaging at the lowest possible cost to meet their sustainability goals. 

Today’s leading companies are changing their packaging production lines by deciding to no longer 

purchase boxes. Although a bit counterintuitive, these companies are finding that the time required 

to make packaging on-demand is less than the time required to find and move packaging 

purchased conventionally. These companies have factored the time to plan inventory levels, 

address stockouts, and manage weekly visits by the corrugate vendor and have found that the time 

savings are significant. 

Each year, from its U.S. fulfillment centers, Staples ships 650,000 to 1 million cases a day, operating  

under a robust logistics system that guarantees that any order placed before 5 p.m. each day will  

be delivered the next day to 96% of the population.  Approximately 40% of these cases are less-than-

full-case orders (a.k.a. break-pack).  These break-pack orders have traditionally been picked into 7 to14 

corrugated box types with the system selecting the best-fit box type based on the dimensions of the 
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items in the order.  Using this traditional pick/pack strategy, air bags are required to fill the void—and 

almost 40% of the cube is wasted. 

When Staples first considered the viability of the Packsize system for its high-volume case-making 

needs, one major requirement was the solution’s ability to keep pace with Staples’ current order 

cycle times. “We could not reduce Staples’ ability to meet its customer service in any way,” notes 

Packsize CEO Hanko Kiessner. “One of the primary challenges was the total speed.” 

To address this issue, Packsize adapted its technology to interface with Staples’ order management 

system to automatically calculate via an advanced algorithm the optimal box size for every incoming 

order and route it to the proper fulfillment center and the most suitable machine at that center. “This 

is the ingenious part of the solution,” says Kiessner. “So there is no labor interface anymore.” 

 

THE PARTNERSHIP 

Eleven years ago, as Staples’ senior vice president of Supply Chain & Logistics Don Ralph relates, 

the $25 billion company implemented a culture of Perfect Order, and since then it has made 

tremendous strides in order fill rates, on-time delivery, quality, and accuracy. “But the one issue that 

had been bubbling up,” he laments, “was packaging.” No matter how efficiently from a cost 

standpoint Staples packaged its orders, consumers felt there was too much waste.  

 

In 2010, based on customer feedback, an updated sustainability strategy, and a carbon footprint 

review, packaging became a key focus area for the company.  As part of this new emphasis, the 

first packaging reduction goal at Staples was established—a 20% packaging reduction in the U.S. 

by 2020.  A “race to the top” with up-stream product suppliers and a review of outbound packaging 

alternatives were thus initiated. This case study is focused on the outbound solution currently 

underway at Staples.   
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The outbound technologies considered included the Packsize International On Demand Packaging 

system, six other similar technology solutions and two options with different packaging solutions 

(similar to equipment already installed in several Staples facilities in Europe).  A full comparison of 

each option and company was completed, including cost, quality, service and support, systems 

integration capabilities, type of material used and equipment footprint.  As a result of this in-depth 

analysis, the decision was made to implement the Packsize International solution. 

 

A pilot was completed in Staples’ fulfillment center in Orlando, FL in early 2011.  During this initial 

phase, Packsize and Staples teams collaborated on everything from equipment layout and systems 

integration to process design.  Once the pilot was successfully completed, the team turned to 

planning the full implementation.  All along the way, the partnership between the teams has been a 

major factor in a seamless rollout as well as the generation of improvement opportunities beyond 

the initial implementation. 

 

Working to educate a broader audience of potential users, Staples regularly fields Packsize 

reference account tours to demonstrate the viability of the combined solution for other businesses 

and industries. 

 

THE SOLUTION  

Packsize On Demand Packaging improves the old “store and retrieve” packaging process by 

placing a package converting machine with a very small footprint together with a stack of 

corrugated material on the pack line. This gives workers the ability to instantly create a box that 

matches the product to be packaged and shipped. By more intelligently managing corrugated 

material, customers such as Staples save raw material costs, avoid petroleum-based fillers such as 

“air pillows,” limit the quantity of damaged items, and reduce their packaging’s overall 

environmental impact on the planet. 
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A one-piece flow application integrates the on-demand system directly into the packaging process 

and can be designed for mixed-model lines with takt times as short as eight seconds. The system 

(which can take up as little as 86 square feet) is moved within a few feet of the pack line and boxes 

are made, one at a time as the product progresses down the line toward the pack station.  

 

The technology integrates data from the production system using the factory ticket barcode or other 

inputs so that the most current box style and size is made according to the bill of material. In that 

way, the packaging method can be continuously upgraded and improvements implemented 

immediately without disposing obsolete inventory.  

 

Making the box on-demand as part of the packaging process eliminates guesswork. There is almost 

no material handling other than replenishing the corrugated at the machine. Designing and 

implementing the system focuses attention on the process details, wasted movement is stripped 

away, and best practices are identified and standardized. 

 

According to Staples senior vice president of Supply Chain & Logistics Don Ralph, “This has been a 

pain point for our customers that we have been able to solve, and we have seen great responses 

from customers in those places where we have already deployed the system. Many times when you 

make investments in your supply chain, you are competing for capital with other parts of the 

company. This is one of the few times where the business unit heads are pushing the supply chain 

to implement the solution faster because it’s been such a win-win for everybody.”  

 

One of the first 12 buildings to adapt the new custom case-making solution was Staples’ Oak 

Creek, WI, facility, a three-shift fulfillment center that packs and ships an average of 3,500 cases a 

day. In August 2012, the 285,000-sq-ft facility began operation of two Packsize EM7-25 corrugated 

converting machines, each capable of producing up to 300 cases an hour. 
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The EM7-25 is a CNC-controlled converting machine that creates custom cases from Packsize’s 

proprietary z-Fold™ corrugated stock, a 97% recycled material that can be creased, cut, and 

scored into an infinite number of box sizes and styles.  Essentially, Packsize z-Fold can be made 

into any FEFCO style box. FEFCO is regarded as the international standard guide to cardboard box 

designs, of which there are many.  Because this is an on-demand system, the box size the 

company wants to output is programmed into the machine.  For the EM7-25, a customer can run all 

of the FEFCO codes except ones with angle cuts and scores. 

 
Figure 1:  “Smart-size Packaging” in a Staples fulfillment center 
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The EM7-25 can produce boxes in widths ranging from 10.63 to 94.49 in., and in thicknesses from 

.08 to .31 in. (i.e., E, B, C, B-E, and B-C Flute). 

 

According to Packsize’s Kiessner, the only limitations on the size of box that can be created with 

the unit are those imposed by the fulfillment system in which it travels. “From a Packsize equipment 

perspective, we can make a box for a couch or a gigantic conference table,” he says. “The 

constraints are more dependent upon what can travel through a building than on the equipment.” 

 

Further, the converting machine’s software matches orders that can be produced side-by-side on a 

specific machine to increase equipment throughput and maximize corrugated yield. Utilizing both 

single-track and multi-track configurations, the EM7-25 can accommodate either a single 7.87-ft 

track of corrugated z-Fold, or up to four corrugated tracks of differing widths, respectively. 

 

At the Oak Creek facility, two machines have been equipped to handle three tracks ranging in width 

from 185⁄8 in. to 29 in. According to James Norkus, fulfillment center manager for the location, 

during setup of the equipment, Packsize worked with Staples on an analysis to determine which 

widths would be used most often by the center. Thus, both machines are equipped with at least one 

track of 185⁄8-in. corrugated—the width that is used to produce the majority of cases on each 

machine. Norkus adds that Staples can easily change the track configuration on the machines if 

required. The number of Packsize machines in each Staples fulfillment center depends on the 

facility’s size and packaging volume. 
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THE BENEFITS – ECONOMIC, ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENGAGEMENT 

Staples has Implemented “smart-size packaging” in 15 fulfillment centers as of March 1, 2013 and 

has realized significant cost savings, carbon footprint reduction and associate and customer 

engagement.  Some of the key accomplishments so far include: 

Figure 2:  Difference in cube associated with the new packaging solution 

• Average corrugated usage has dropped over 15%.   

• Air pillow (void fill) use has been reduced by ~60 %. 

• Approximately 20% reduction in break-pack cube has been achieved, equal to 8% 

overall cube on trucks (total orders are a combination of ~40% break-pack and 60% full-

case cartons).  In some instances the break-pack cube reduction has been over 30%. 
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Figure 3:  Overall impact to Staples’ nightly line-hauls to delivery locations 

 

• Before working with Packsize, Staples had to carry at least 0.5-1 truck load of 

corrugated inventory for each carton size (typically 7 to 14 different options used in each 

facility); now the inventory is ~2 truckloads of corrugated bales in total.  For a typical 

week’s worth of inventory, Staples now needs at least 50% less storage space.  

• A conservative estimate of the carbon footprint reduction is based solely on the 

corrugated reduction.  For the 15 facilities already converted, that equates to more than 

8,300 metric tons, equivalent to almost 31,000 trees.  When fully implemented in 

Staples’ U.S. fulfillment center network, the projection is a carbon reduction of over 

25,000 metric tons. 

 

Figure 4:  Results – Carbon Impact for Staples’ U.S. program   
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• Customer satisfaction has improved significantly as a result of the new solution. Two key 

questions are being monitored.  The first, related to the way the order was packaged has 

improved an average of 190 basis points. The second, requesting customer feedback on 

the size of the box used to package their order improved almost 400 basis points. 

• Employee engagement has also increased.  In those facilities having “smart-size 

packaging”—73.7% of associates agree that their job has become easier as a result of 

the new packaging solution and 84.2% would recommend moving forward with the full 

implementation. 

 

THE FUTURE 

Staples has implemented this “smart-size packaging” program in 15 facilities as of March 2013.  

The company plans to complete installation of the solution in all of its U.S. e-commerce fulfillment 

centers by the end of 2013.  Beyond that, the company is evaluating expansion of the program 

across the global supply chain, pending WMS upgrades in several countries. 

 

Figure 5:  Environmental Impact Diagram 
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Based on 2010 solid municipal waste estimates from the EPA, there is almost 38 million tons of 

paper and paperboard discarded each year in the U.S.  If a similar reduction in packaging was 

achieved across all U.S. supply chains, the annual carbon footprint reduction opportunity is more 

than 100 million metric tons.    

Packaging is part of the equation across manufacturers, retailers and e-commerce businesses 

alike.  Looking beyond this implementation at Staples, the supply chain implications from this 

solution are far-reaching.  With this solution, the supply chain becomes:  

• more flexible by moving the making of boxes away from large buildings and premium-

priced suppliers to allow for an infinite number of box sizes to be made on the pack line, 

eliminating all corrugated ordering and inventory issues; 

• more lean by optimizing order size, material requirements, and packaging throughput  

• and, more sustainable by driving savings of packaging materials, virtually eliminating 

petroleum-based fillers, protecting product from damage and improving transportation 

efficiencies. 

 

For additional information, please go to: 

1. http://www.packworld.com/machinery/converting-machinery/staples-deploys-demand-custom-case-

making 

 

2. http://www.dcvelocity.com/articles/20130226-that-was-easy-on-the-planet/ 

 

http://www.packworld.com/machinery/converting-machinery/staples-deploys-demand-custom-case-making
http://www.packworld.com/machinery/converting-machinery/staples-deploys-demand-custom-case-making
http://www.dcvelocity.com/articles/20130226-that-was-easy-on-the-planet/

